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Abstract
Introduction:

Over the last years, the number of systematic reviews published is steadily increasing due to the global
interest in this type of evidence synthesis. However, little is known about the characteristics of this
research published in Portuguese medical journals. This study aims to evaluate the publication trends
and overall quality of these systematic reviews.

Material and Methods:

Systematic reviews were identi�ed through an electronic search up to August 2020, targeting Portuguese
Medical journals indexed in MEDLINE. Systematic reviews selection and data extraction were done
independently by three authors. The overall quality critical appraisal using the A MeaSurement Tool to
Assess systematic Reviews (AMSTAR II) was independently assessed by three authors. Disagreements
were solved by consensus.

Results:

Seventy systematic reviews published in 5 Portuguese medical journals were included. Most (n=57;
81,4%) were systematic reviews without meta-analysis. Until 2010, the number of systematic reviews per
year increased. Since then, the number of reviews published has not remained stable and no less than 3
SRs were published per year. According to the systematic reviews’ typology, most have been
predominantly conducted to assess the effectiveness of health interventions (n=28; 40,0%). General and
Internal Medicine (n=26; 37,1%) was the most addressed �eld. Most systematic reviews (n=45; 64,3%)
were rated as being of “critically low-quality”.

Conclusions:

There were consistent �aws in the methodological quality report of the systematic reviews included,
particularly in establishing a prior protocol and not assessing the potential impact of the risk of bias on
the results.

Through the years, the number of systematic reviews published increased, yet their quality is suboptimal.
There is a need to improve the reporting of systematic reviews in Portuguese medical journals, which can
be achieved by better adherence to quality checklists/tools.

Systematic review registration: INPLASY202090105

Background
Systematic reviews (SRs) and meta-analysis (MA) play an important role in evidence-based clinical
practice, since they are thought to produce high-quality evidence that help answering relevant questions
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in a variety of areas in healthcare. Therefore, well-conducted SRs are essential to ensure transparency
and to minimize biased information, providing the most valid research evidence on effects of health care
interventions(1). In the past few years, the number of SRs and MA publications has signi�cantly increased
(2, 3), raising concerns about their methodological quality.(4, 5) It is well documented that the reliability and
validity of SRs’ conclusions can be compromised by methodological �aws.(6-8) While this increasing
pattern and concerns are known globally, little is known about the characteristics of this type of
scienti�c/clinical research published in Portuguese Medical Journals.

Several tools were developed for undertaking critical appraisal of SRs of healthcare interventions.
Currently, one of the most widely used tool for this purpose is AMSTAR II (A MeaSurement Tool to Assess
systematic Reviews II). AMSTAR II is the update of AMSTAR, a tool designed for the critical appraisal of
SRs of healthcare interventions. While the original tool (AMSTAR), adapted and validated in 2007,
includes 11 items,(9, 10) AMSTAR II has 16 items in total, allowing for a more detailed assessment of the
methodological quality of SRs. (5) Likewise, comparing to the prior version, AMSTAR II also includes SRs
based in non-randomized studies, adding to a different scoring system that helps to reduce bias, leading
to an overall score. (5, 11) Also, unlike the previous tool, AMSTAR II provides a detailed guidance for
reviewers.(5) In general, validation studies have shown that the AMSTAR II tool has good measurement
properties.(5, 9, 12)

To understand the dynamics and patterns of this growing literature in Portugal, this study aims to
evaluate the publication trend, the clinical research �eld, the typology of SRs, and the overall
methodological quality of SRs (assessed using AMSTAR II) published in indexed Portuguese medical
journals.

Methods

PROTOCOL REGISTRATION
The protocol of this study was developed and registered in the International platform of registered
systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (INPLASY) with the following registration number
INPLASY202090105 (available at: https://inplasy.com/). The protocol was not published in any peer-
reviewed journal. Conduct and reporting followed the PRISMA statement(13) (see Additional �le 2).

SEARCH METHODS
Potentially eligible SRs and MA were identi�ed through an electronic search up to August 2020, targeting
Portuguese Medical journals indexed in MEDLINE (Search strategy at Additional �le 1, table 1).

STUDY SELECTION

https://inplasy.com/
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Three of the authors (LP, AP, MMA) independently screened the search results for inclusion, assessing the
abstract and then the complete text, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria. We included SRs,
with or without MA, published in Portuguese Medical journals indexed in MEDLINE. We aimed Portuguese
Medical Journals indexed to MEDLINE, since we assumed, in a pragmatic approach, that we would �nd a
large number of critically low/low methodological quality SRs in Portuguese Medical journals that are not
indexed to MEDLINE.

We adhered to the population, intervention, control, outcome and study design (PICOS) approach for
identifying relevant SR and/or MA. SRs were included regardless of research question, methodological or
reporting quality, and included study designs. We excluded studies which were not SRs nor MA, as well as
SRs or MA that did not included studies enrolling human participants. Conference abstracts were not
included, since it is not possible to fully assess their methodological quality based on the information
contained in the abstract. Discrepancies were resolved by consensus-based discussion.

DATA EXTRACTION
For each of the eligible SRs, three reviewers (LP, AP and MMA) independently extracted relevant data into
a pre-piloted data collection template and assessed the overall quality of the SRs using AMSTAR II tool.
The speci�c items extracted from the full text were as follows: �rst author’s surname; article’s title; journal
name; year of publication; type of review conducted (according to Munn et al. criteria(14)); predominant
research �eld according to the research category/ classi�cation of Clarivate Analytics (Clarivate Web of
Science©); country and country’s region of �rst author Institution; whether a MA has been conducted or
not, and instruments used to evaluate the risk of bias (RoB).

QUALITY ASSESSMENT OF METHODOLOGY
The methodological quality assessment of the SRs and MA was independently assessed by two
reviewers in pairs (LP and AP, MMA and LP) using the AMSTAR II tool. Discrepancies were resolved by
consensus-based discussion. Methodological quality assessment is speci�ed in Additional File 1,
supplementary data 1.

DATA ANALYSIS
The collected data were entered and checked in a pre-piloted form. The descriptive statistical analyses
included calculations of absolute and relative frequencies of the qualitative variables.

Results

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS AND TEMPORAL TRENDS
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We identi�ed and assessed 70 SRs published between 2001 and 2019 (The �owchart in Fig. 1 illustrates
the selection process). We identi�ed 5 Portuguese medical journals indexed to MEDLINE. Therefore, 29
(41%) of SRs included were published in Acta Médica Portuguesa, 16 (22,9%) in Acta Reumatológica
Portuguesa, 12 (17,1%) in Revista Portuguesa de Cardiologia, 11 (15,%) in Pulmonology and 2 (2,9%) in
Revista Portuguesa de Cirurgia Cardio-torácica e Vascular. SRs without MA were more frequently
published (n=57; 81,4%) in comparison to SRs with MA (n=13; 18,6%).

The most frequent research �eld covered by SRs was General and Internal Medicine (37,1%). Two
articles(15, 16) (2,9%) did not have their research category/ classi�cation of Clarivate Analytics available.
Table 1 summarises the clinical research �elds addressed in the SRs included.

Following the Munn et al.(14) criteria, 28 SRs (40,0%) were classi�ed as “effectiveness/e�cacy”, 15
(21,4%) as “expert opinion and/or policy”, 11 (15,7%) as “prognostic”, 8 (11,4%) as “prevalence” and 5
(7,1%) as “diagnostic test accuracy”. Very few SRs were categorized as being “costs/economic”, “etiology
and/or risk” or “evaluation experimental (qualitative)” (Table 2).

According to the country of the �rst author's institution (Additional �le 1, supplementary table 2 and 3),
the majority were from Portugal (75,7%).

Prior to 2010, no more than 2 SRs were published per year. There was a peak in publications in 2010
(n=11) and since then, while the trend has been variable, no less than 3 SRs were published per year (Fig.
2).

METHODOLOGICAL QUALITY
The overall con�dence in the results of 45 SRs (64,3%) were rated as “Critically Low quality review”, 9 SRs
(12,9%) were rated as “Low quality” and 15 SRs (21,4%) were rated as “Moderate quality” and only one
SR (1,4%) was rated as “High quality” (Fig. 3; see Additional �le 1, Supplementary �gure 1 and 2 for SRs
and quality appraisal using AMSTAR II).

The critical items of AMSTAR II mostly missed in the reporting of SR were: 61 SRs (87,1%) did not adhere
to a priory well-designed protocol (question 2); 50 SRs (71,4%) partially reported only some features of a
comprehensive literature search (question 4); none of the SRs reported a complete description of the
methods used to search for relevant literature; most SRs (64,3%) did not assess RoB in individual studies
that were included in the review (question 9) nor discussed the RoB (77,1%) in the results interpretation
(questions 13). Nevertheless, among the 13 SRs that performed a MA, 12 SRs (92,3%) used appropriate
methods for the statistical combination of results (question 11) and 9 of the 13 SRs with MA (69,2%)
conducted a publication bias analyses and discussed its impact (question 15).

The methodological quality of the published SRs has probably improved over time (Fig. 2), showing a
decrease of “Critically Low quality” studies, however the low number of published SRs precludes a robust
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evaluation.

Quality according with type of SR is detailed in Additional �le 1, supplementary table 4.

Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, our study is the �rst to investigate the general characteristics and assess
the methodological quality using AMSTAR II tool of SRs and MA published in Portuguese Medical
journals indexed in MEDLINE.

The main �ndings were: the peak of SR publications was in 2010 and there was not a substantial
increase of publications during the last decade; The majority of the SRs was classi�ed as being of
“Critically Low” quality according to the AMSTAR II tool. Nonetheless, their overall quality has probably
increased overtime.

According to our results, while there was a slight increase in the number of SRs publications in the last
decade comparing to the prior decade, we did not �nd it to be a sustained one. This trend was not
expectable since SRs are being increasingly published in medical journals globally.(2, 17) The potential
explanatory reasons include editorial policies and/or authors’ choices.

Most of the included SRs were assessed as being of “critically low” overall quality, which is a matter of
concern. Few SRs adequately satis�ed critical items such as the use of a prior protocol and the
assessment of RoB. Establishing a prior well-developed protocol before commencement of the review can
reduce the risk of bias and promote transparency in the review process(18, 19), ideally through platforms
such as International prospective register of systematic reviews (PROSPERO) or the International
platform of registered systematic review and meta-analysis protocols (INPLASY). It is also important to
highlight that none of the included reviews did a complete description of the methods used to search for
relevant literature. This disables the reproducibility of the search, which is one of the crucial foundations
for the SRs process. Also, a complete and transparent search process is the best way to avoid publication
bias.(20) The absence of a clear description about the details of the literature search strategy is an
important �aw. Another concern raised by our analysis is that most of the included studies did not
assessed the potential impact of RoB on the results, which is essential to evaluate the validity of the SR
results.(20) Furthermore, some authors failed to assess RoB with validated tools, as they developed and
used their own tools to do so. (21, 22)

Other studies have assessed the methodological quality of SRs, with or without MA, published in
healthcare/medical journals, using AMSTAR II tool. Most studies report similar results, with a large
number of SRs included being rated as low or critical low quality.(23-27)

Currently, there are some quality appraisal tools and guidelines that might help authors and peer
reviewers to improve and assess methodological report and review of SRs. The AMSTAR II is one of these
tools. We used this tool in our study because it allows to categorize SRs(5, 9). There are other tools, such
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as PRISMA(13) or MOOSE(28), which are also extensive tools/checklists that inform and help to improve
the quality of the reporting of medical research, but do not have critical items nor categorize the SRs
according to their reporting.

We acknowledge that most of the reviews here included are not contemporary of AMSTAR II (nor other
instruments that could improve reporting such as PRISMA). However, we would like to claim that the
methodological standards for publication in Portuguese medical journals should be high and similar to
other European and US journals. We would like to stress the need of editorial policy measures for authors,
editors and peer reviewers, like adherence to checklist items and prospective registration of protocols for
SRs, in order to strengthen the methodological quality and reliability of SRs/MA published in Portuguese
medical journals. (29) As an example, there are journals that require the submission of a methodological
checklist �lled by authors for editors/reviewer assessment (such as PRISMA), while others started to
apply AMSTAR II to screen SRs’ methodological quality, in order to promote reviews of higher quality.(30)

We also would like to acknowledge that AMSTAR-II has limitations because it is a tool for critical
appraisal mostly adapted for interventions/exposures. Also, we were conservative (with less criticism in
the evaluation) when appraising non-interventional SRs. The authors of AMSTAR II do not recommend an
overall score, despite the electronic version calculates a �nal score. (5) In fact, we did not use the score
directly, instead we used their categorization which we found useful to highlight that the overall quality is
low and that publication requirements should be more demanding. Lastly, some of the included reviews,
which were classi�ed as being ‘’critically low quality reviews’’, fail to follow crucial methodological steps
in conducting a qualitative and/or quantitative SRs, �aws that call into question its classi�cation as SRs.
Given the pedagogical intent and the aim of our study, we opted to include them in the �nal analysis.

Conclusion
In the last decade there was an increase of published SRs in indexed Portuguese Medical Journals.
Regarding the methodological quality and reporting, most were evaluated as being of “Critically Low
quality” according to the AMSTAR II, mainly due to the absence of protocol registration and adequate RoB
when interpreting/discussing the results of the review. This call out for a need to improve the reporting of
SRs, which can be made by better adherence to quality checklists/tools. Furthermore, speci�c quality
control at the level of journal editors and peer reviewers is warrant, like implementation and adherence to
checklist items in order to improve methodological quality of SRs/MA published in Portuguese medical
journals.

Abbreviations
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Figure 1

Flowchart showing the search results and reasons for exclusion
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Figure 2

Overall methodological quality score of systematic reviews published between 2001 and 2019
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Figure 3

Overall methodological quality score (AMSTAR II) of the included systematic reviews
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